Brick 10002093:
Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment – Replacement Parts/Accessories
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as an accessory or replacement part for camping cooking equipment, drinking equipment or eating
equipment.
Includes products such as Camping Water Canister Stands, Camping Stove Fittings and Camping Water Filter Cartridges.
Excludes all other products currently classified within the Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment class, such as Camping Cookware and Camping
Tableware. Also excludes products such as Fuel Bottles, Canisters and Pumps classified in Fuels/Fuels Additives.

Type of Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Replacement Part/Accessory (20001628)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of replacement part or accessory for a camping cooking product, camping drinking product or camping eating product.
Attribute Values
CAMPING STOVE
RING/PLATE FITTING
(30010579)
CAMPING STOVE TOASTER
FITTING (30010580)

CAMPING WATER
CANISTER FILLER TUBE
(30009529)
CAMPING WATER
CANISTER STAND
(30009530)

CAMPING WATER
CANISTER STRAP
(30009531)
CAMPING WATER
CANISTER TAP (30009532)

CAMPING WATER FILTER
CARTRIDGE (30010640)
CAMPING WATER FILTER
CLEANING KIT (30009534)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002094:
Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment Other
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as equipment or an accessory specifically designed for the preparation, cooking and/or serving of food,
as well as the inclusion of products that cater for the provision and maintenance of drinking supplies, where the user of the schema is not able to classify the
products in existing bricks within the schema.
Excludes all currently classified Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment as well as articles to be found within the Household Kitchen Merchandise
Segment.
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Brick 10002095:
Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment items sold together, which exist
within the schema belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross bricks within
the Camping Cooking/Drinking/Eating Equipment class.
Includes products such as Camping Stoves and Camping Stove Accessories sold together.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as Camping Cooking Shelter and Camping Stove variety packs.
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Brick 10002092:
Camping Cookware
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as food preparation or cooking equipment specifically designed for use during outdoor camping, either
in a camping kitchen or on an open fire.
Includes products such as Camping Cookware Sets, Camping Cooking Utensils, Camping Kettles and cauldrons.
Excludes products such as Camping Tableware, Camping Stoves, Camping Cooking Shelters, Disposable Cookware classified in Homecare and Household
Cookware classified in Kitchen Merchandise.

Type of Camping Cookware (20001627)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping cookware.
Attribute Values
CAMPING BILLY CAN
(30009521)
CAMPING COOKING
UTENSILS (30009522)

CAMPING COOKWARE SET
(30010639)
CAMPING FRYING PAN
(30009523)

CAMPING KETTLE
(30009524)
CAMPING POT (30009525)
CAULDRON (30014864)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002091:
Camping Cool Boxes/Bags (Non Powered)
Definition
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a non–powered container or bag, which, upon closure, is specifically designed to keep food or
beverages at a cool temperature and is typically intended for use during outdoor camping.
Includes non powered Coolers.
Specifically excludes powered Camping Cool Boxes/Bags.
Excludes products such as Camping Water Containers and Camping Larders.

Capacity of Camping Cool Box/Bag (Non Powered) (20001931)
Attribute Definition
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the
capacity of a non–powered Camping Cool Box/Bag.
Attribute Values
>40L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009519)
0-5L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009515)

11-20L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009516)
21-30L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009517)

31-40L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009518)
6-10L CAMPING COOL
BOX/BAG (30009520)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Cold Storage Claim (20002861)
Attribute Definition
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the Cold
Storage Claim of a non–powered Camping Cool Box/Bag.
Attribute Values
<1 HOUR (30015654)
1 TO 3 HOURS (30015655)

OVER 3 HOURS (30015656)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Type of Camping Cool Box/Bag (20002860)
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Attribute Definition
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of a non–powered Camping Cool Box/Bag.
Attribute Values
FLEXIBLE (30009797)

RIGID (30011891)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002087:
Camping Stoves/Grills/Ovens
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a heat–producing device specifically designed for cooking food outdoors in a camping environment.
Gas, kerosene or alcohol/methylated spirits fuel these products.
Includes products such as Single Burning Ring Camping Stoves and Combined Burning Rings/Oven/Grill Camping Stoves.
Specifically excludes electrically powered Outdoor Stoves.
Excludes products such as Urns or Barbeques.

Fuel Type (20002004)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of fuel that powers the product.
Attribute Values
ALCOHOL/METHYLATED
SPIRITS (30010645)

GAS (30008571)
MULTI FUEL (30010646)

OIL (30001717)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Type of Camping Stove (20001622)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping stove.
Attribute Values
CAMPING GRILL (30010667)
CAMPING OVEN (30010668)
CAMPING STOVE –
COMBINED BURNING
RING/OVEN (30010669)

CAMPING STOVE –
COMBINED BURNING
RINGS/GRILL (30010649)
CAMPING STOVE –
COMBINED BURNING

RINGS/OVEN/GRILL
(30010671)
CAMPING STOVE –
COMBINED OVEN/GRILL
(30010670)

CAMPING STOVE – MULTI
BURNING RING (30010648)
CAMPING STOVE – SINGLE
BURNING RING (30010647)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10003773:
Camping Tableware
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as serving, eating or drinking equipment used during the consumption of a camping meal.
Includes products such as Camping Cutlery, Camping Plates, Camping Mugs, Camping Tableware Sets and Camping Vacuum Flasks.
Excludes products such as Camping Cookware, Camping Water Equipment, Disposable Tableware classified in Homecare and Household Tableware
classified in Kitchen Merchandise.

Type of Camping Tableware (20001991)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping tableware.
Attribute Values
CAMPING BOWL (30010651)
CAMPING CUTLERY
(30010650)

CAMPING MUG (30010653)
CAMPING PLATE (30010652)

CAMPING TABLEWARE SET
(30010654)
CAMPING VACUUM FLASK
(30010578)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002088:
Camping Water Equipment
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a container for transporting, storing or purifying water. These products are specifically intended for
use during camping or outdoor activity.
Includes products such as Camping Water Tanks, Camping Water Bottles and Camping Water Filters.
Excludes products such as Camping Mugs and Camping Vacuum Flasks classified in Camping Tableware, Camping Water Filter Cartridges classified with
Replacement Parts, disposable beverage containers classified in Homecare Disposable Tableware and Kitchen Merchandise such as Urns, Household
Kettles, Household Buckets and Household Water Filters.

Type of Camping Water/Drinking Equipment (20001623)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping water equipment or camping drinking equipment.
Attribute Values
CAMPING BOTTLE WITH
PUSH/PULL CAP (30010624)
CAMPING COLLAPSIBLE
WATER TANK (30010575)
CAMPING FLEXIBLE DRINK
DISPENSER/HOSER
(30010576)

CAMPING FOLDING WATER
CARRIER (30010574)
CAMPING INSULATED
WATER CANTEEN
(30010577)
CAMPING JERRYCAN
(30010626)

CAMPING LOOP TOP
BOTTLE (30010623)
CAMPING WATER FILTER
BOTTLE (30010627)
CAMPING WATER FILTER
CANISTER (30010628)

CAMPING WATER FILTER
PUMP (30010629)
CAMPING WATER TANK ON
WHEELS (30010625)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10005198:
Camping Water Purification Treatments
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a chemical treatment used by campers and travellers to ensure that drinking water is purified, safe
and palatable to drink.
Includes products such as chlorine tablets and iodine droplets.
Excludes products such as camping water filter equipment and bleach tablets classified in Homecare, which are used for cleansing and disinfection of a toilet.

Type of Camping Water Purification Treatment (20002190)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping water purification treatment.
Attribute Values
CHLORINE TABLETS
(30011621)

IODINE DROPLETS
(30011622)
IODINE TABLETS (30011623)

NEUTRALISING TABLETS
(30011624)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002079:
Camping Beds/Sleeping Mats
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a horizontal surface, specifically designed to be used as a bed or mat for sleeping on during outdoor
camping and which folds away or is easily dismantled for practical storage.
Includes products such as Camping Folding Beds, Camping Folding Cots and Camping Roll–Up Sleeping Mats.
Excludes products such as Sleeping Bags, Groundsheets and Gym Mats, as well as Inflatable Mattresses, which are classified in Household Furniture.

Type of Camping Bed/Sleeping Mat (20001615)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping bed or camping sleeping mat.
Attribute Values
CAMPING FOLDING BED
(30009479)

CAMPING FOLDING COT
(30009480)

CAMPING ROLL-UP
SLEEPING MAT (30010581)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002085:
Camping Furniture/Furnishings Other
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as Camping Furniture or Furnishing designed for use during outdoor camping, where the user of the
schema is not able to classify the products in existing bricks within the schema.
Excludes all currently classified Camping Furniture/Furnishings as well as articles to be found within the Household and Garden Furniture Segments.
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Brick 10002086:
Camping Furniture/Furnishings Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct Camping Furniture/Furnishings products sold together that exist within the
schema belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack, which cross bricks within the
Camping Furniture/Furnishings class.
Includes products such as a Camping Bed and Sleeping Bag variety pack.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as a Tent and Camping Wardrobe variety pack.
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Brick 10002081:
Camping Seating
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a piece of furniture consisting of a seat supported on two or more legs, often including arm and back
support, specifically intended for use during outdoor camping. Typically, these products are collapsible to enable easy storage and transport.
Includes products such as Camping Chairs and Camping Stools.
Excludes products such as Lawn and Garden Seating and Seating classified in Household Furniture.

Type of Camping Seating (20001617)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping seat.
Attribute Values
CAMPING CHAIR (30009484)

CAMPING STOOL (30009486)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002083:
Camping Storage
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a structure or apparatus specifically designed for storage of items used during outdoor camping.
Includes products such as Camping Caddies, Camping Larders and Camping Wardrobes.
Excludes products such as Tent Extensions and Household Storage classified in Household Furniture and Furnishings.

Type of Camping Storage (20001619)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping storage.
Attribute Values
CAMPING CADDY
(30009490)
CAMPING HANGING
LARDER (30009513)

CAMPING LARDER
(30009514)
CAMPING PICNIC BASKET
(30009511)

CAMPING WARDROBE
(30009491)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002084:
Camping Tables
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a horizontal surface supported on two or more legs, specifically intended for use during camping.
These products are typically designed to be collapsible, to enable easy storage and transport.
Excludes products such as Lawn and Garden Tables and Household Tables classified in Furniture and Furnishings.
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Brick 10002080:
Sleeping Bags
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a lined bag specifically designed for comfort and warmth while sleeping and typically intended for
use during outdoor camping.
Includes products such as Single or Double Sleeping Bags and Mummy Bags.
Excludes products such as Blankets, Camping Beds and Camping Sleeping Mats.

Shape of Sleeping Bag (20001616)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the
shape of the sleeping bag.
Attribute Values
BODY-CONTOURED/MUMMY
SLEEPING BAG (30009483)

RECTANGULAR SLEEPING
BAG (30010676)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Single/Double (20002003)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether
the product is a single or double.
Attribute Values
DOUBLE (30009248)

SINGLE (30007926)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Type of Filling/Wadding (20002002)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of filling/wadding that is used to pad the sleeping bag.
Attribute Values
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COTTON FIBRE (30003750)
DOWN/FEATHER (30009865)

SYNTHETIC FIBRE
(30004291)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002077:
Camping Heating/Lighting Equipment Other
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a product designed for providing heat or light and typically intended for use during outdoor camping,
where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in existing bricks within the schema.
Excludes all currently classified heating or lighting products to be found within the Camping Heating/Lighting Equipment Segment, as well as any heating and
lighting equipment to be found within the Home Appliances and Lawn and Garden Segments.
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Brick 10002078:
Camping Heating/Lighting Equipment Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct camping heating and/or lighting products sold together, which exist within the
schema belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross bricks within the
Camping Heating/Lighting Equipment class.
Includes products such as a Camping Heater and Camping Lantern sold together.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as Camping Heater and Camping Stove variety packs
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Brick 10002076:
Camping Lanterns
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a portable illuminating device specifically designed for providing light and typically designed for use
during outdoor camping.
Includes products such as gas–fuelled Camping Lanterns and candlelit Camping Lanterns.
Specifically excludes Lanterns – Powered, Torches and Batteries.
Excludes products such as Garden Lanterns and Light Bulbs.

Fuel/Light Source (20001870)
Attribute Definition
Indicates with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of fuel or product that is burned to create light.
Attribute Values
CANDLE (30010610)
GAS (30008571)

OIL (30001717)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10004099:
Camping Water Heaters
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a product used in the heating or warming of water used during outdoor camping.
Includes Water Heaters with clip–on batteries and Water Heaters that are completely self–contained with an incorporated, rechargeable battery.
Specifically excludes Camping Showers.
Excludes products such as Tent Heaters and hot water Urns powered by mains electricity.

If Incorporated Battery (20002043)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether
the product is a self contained unit with an incorporated battery.
Attribute Values
NO (30002960)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

YES (30002654)

Number of Burners (20002042)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the
number of fuel burning canisters that can be attached to the product.
Attribute Values
1 (30009203)

2 (30009204)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002075:
Tent Heaters
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a product used in the heating or warming of a tent enclosure and which is intended for use during
outdoor camping. Due to the confined spaces of tent enclosures, these products are typically designed with safety features that eliminate carbon monoxide
emissions.
Includes Tent Heaters with clip–on batteries and Tent Heaters that are completely self–contained with an incorporated, rechargeable battery.
Specifically excludes Camping Stoves.
Excludes products such as indoor Heaters powered by mains electricity, garden space Heaters and Lanterns.

If Incorporated Battery (20002043)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify whether
the product is a self contained unit with an incorporated battery.
Attribute Values
NO (30002960)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

YES (30002654)

Number of Burners (20002042)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the
number of fuel burning canisters that can be attached to the product.
Attribute Values
1 (30009203)

2 (30009204)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002101:
Camping Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct Camping products sold together which exist within the schema but belong to
different classes that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross classes within the Camping Family.
Includes products such as Tent and Sleeping Bag variety packs.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as Sleeping Bag and Blanket variety packs.
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Brick 10002097:
Camping Showers
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a hose connected to a bag, bucket or canister, which is specifically designed to expel water for
washing and/or showering in a camping environment. These products are not intended to be a permanent fixture and therefore are typically portable.
Includes products such as Air–Powered and Battery–Powered Camping Showers.
Specifically excludes main line electricity–powered Showers classified in Plumbing.
Excludes products such as Shower Enclosure Tents and Replacement Camping Shower Hoses.

Type of Camping Shower (20001631)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping shower.
Attribute Values
CAMPING SHOWER – AIRPOWERED (30009540)
CAMPING SHOWER –
BATTERY-POWERED
(30010658)

CAMPING SHOWER – GASPOWERED (30009539)
CAMPING SHOWER –
SOLAR-POWERED
(30009541)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002096:
Camping Toilets (Non Powered)
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a non–powered container or structure specifically designed to contain and dispose of human waste
in a camping environment. These products are not intended to be a permanent fixture and so are typically portable.
Includes products such as flushable Camping Toilets and chemical Camping Toilets.
Excludes products such as Toilet Enclosure Tents and Toilet Chemicals.

Type of Camping Toilet (Non Powered) (20001630)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of non–powered camping toilet.
Attribute Values
CAMPING COMMODE
(30009535)
CAMPING TOILET –
CHEMICAL (30009536)

CAMPING TOILET –
GRAVITY FLUSHING
SYSTEM (30009538)

CAMPING TOILET –
PRESSURE ASSISTED
FLUSHING SYSTEM
(30010970)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10004100:
Camping Toilets (Powered)
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a powered container or structure specifically designed to contain and dispose of human waste in a
camping environment. These products typically have a battery operated flushing system and are not intended to be a permanent fixture, as in some
caravanning environments, but are designed to be portable.
Includes Camping Toilets operated by a range of different sized batteries.
Excludes products such as non–powered Camping Toilets and Toilet Enclosure Tents.
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Brick 10002098:
Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment – Replacement Parts/Accessories
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as replacement parts for Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment.
Includes products such as Camping Toilet Chemicals and replacement Camping Shower Hoses.
Excludes products such as Soap, Towels and Water Canisters, and all other Camping Washing/Sanitary Products currently catered for within the Camping
Washing/Sanitary Equipment class.

Type of Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment Replacement Part/Accessory (20001632)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of camping washing or sanitary equipment replacement part or accessory.
Attribute Values
CAMPING TOILET
CHEMICALS (30009542)

CAMPING TOILET WASTE
BAG KITS (30009543)

REPLACEMENT CAMPING
SHOWER HOSE (30009544)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002099:
Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment Other
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment designed for outdoor camping use, where the user of the
schema is not able to classify the products in existing bricks within the schema.
Excludes all currently classified washing and sanitary equipment to be found within the Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment segment as well as all washing
and sanitary equipment classified in the Home Appliances segment.
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Brick 10002100:
Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment products sold together which exist
within the schema belonging to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack, which cross bricks within
the Camping Washing/Sanitary Equipment class.
Includes products such as Camping Toilet and Camping Shower variety packs.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as Camping Toilet and Camping Toilet Enclosure variety packs.
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Brick 10002072:
Tent Accessories

Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as an accessory specifically designed for use in conjunction with tents during outdoor camping.
Includes products such as Tent Groundsheets, Tent Pegs, Tent Guy Ropes and Tent Poles.
Specifically excludes Tent Treatments and Repair Kits.
Excludes products such as Hammers, String and Rope.

Type of Tent Accessory (20001610)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of tent accessory.
Attribute Values
TENT BUCKLE (30010551)
TENT CLIP (30010552)
TENT GROUNDSHEETS
(30010564)
TENT GUY ROPE (30009465)

TENT HOOK (30010553)
TENT MALLET (30009467)
TENT MOSQUITO NET
(30009468)
TENT PEG (30009469)

TENT PEG EXTRACTOR
(30009470)
TENT POLE (30009471)
TENT SHOCKCORD
(30010554)

TENT SKEWER/STAKE
(30010555)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002071:
Tent Treatments/Repair Kits
Definition
Includes any products that may be described or observed as an item, preparation or kit specifically designed for the treatment or repair of tent structures,
shelters or tent extensions.
Includes products such as Tent Repair Tape, Tent Seam Sealant and Tent Repair Kits.
Excludes products such as general Wax, Glue and Rope.

Type of Tent Treatment/Repair Kit (20001609)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of tent treatment or repair kit.
Attribute Values
TENT CLEANER (30010556)
TENT POLE REPAIR KIT
(30009456)

TENT REPAIR KIT
(30009457)
TENT REPAIR TAPE
(30009458)

TENT SEAM SEALANT
(30010548)
TENT WATERPROOFING
SPRAY (30010549)

TENT ZIP LUBRICANT
(30010557)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002069:
Tents
Definition
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a temporary shelter made of a hardwearing, weatherproof fabric, which is supported by poles and
ropes and which can be folded away to facilitate storage and transport. These products are specifically designed for outdoor camping, providing a sheltered
living and sleeping area.
Includes products such as Dome Tents and Cabin Tents.
Specifically excludes Weather Structures and Tent Extensions.
Excludes products such as Commercial and Garden Marquees and Outdoor Play Houses.

Number of People/Capacity of Tent (20001606)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify how
many people the tent is designed to accommodate.
Attribute Values
1 PERSON TENT (30009439)
2 PERSON TENT (30009440)
3 PERSON TENT (30009441)

4 PERSON TENT (30009442)
5 PERSON TENT (30009443)

6+ PERSON TENT
(30009444)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)

UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)

Shape/Structure of Tent (20001607)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the
shape or structure of the tent.
Attribute Values
A-FRAME TENT (30010679)
BELL TENT (30009445)
CABIN TENT (30010565)

CARAVAN TENT (30010680)
DOME/TUNNEL TENT
(30009446)

HEXAGONAL TENT
(30010678)
TRUCK/TRAILER TENT
(30010567)

UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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Brick 10002073:
Tents/Weather Structures Other
Definition
Includes any products that can be described/observed as a Tent/Weather Structure item or accessory typically intended for use during outdoor camping,
where the user of the schema is not able to classify the products in existing bricks within the schema.
Excludes all currently classified Tent/Weather Structures.
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Brick 10002074:
Tents/Weather Structures Variety Packs
Definition
Includes any products than can be described/observed as two or more distinct Tent/Weather Structure products sold together which exist within the schema
but belong to different bricks but to the same class, that is two or more products contained within the same pack which cross bricks within the Tents/Weather
Structures class.
Includes products such as Tent and Tent Repair Kit variety packs.
Items that are received free with purchases should be removed from the classification decision–making process.
Excludes products such as Tent and Sleeping Bag variety packs and Camping Furniture variety packs.
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Brick 10002070:
Weather Structures/Tent Extensions
Definition
Includes any products that may be described/observed as a structure specifically designed for use during camping that is an extension to an existing tent
structure and which provides additional living space and shelter.
Includes products such as Camping Cooking Shelters and Camping Wind Shelters.
Excludes products such as Tents, Camping Storage products, Marquees and Pagodas.

Type of Weather Structure/Tent Extension (20001608)
Attribute Definition
Indicates, with reference to the product branding, labelling or packaging, the descriptive term that is used by the product manufacturer to identify the type
of weather structure or tent extension.
Attribute Values
CAMPING DINING SHELTER
(30009452)
CAMPING KITCHEN TENT
EXTENSION (30009451)

CAMPING WIND SHELTER
(30009453)
SHOWER ENCLOSURE
TENT EXTENSION
(30010660)

TOILET ENCLOSURE TENT
EXTENSION (30010661)
UNCLASSIFIED (30002515)
UNIDENTIFIED (30002518)
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